Q&A
VEXU 2019-2020: Tower Takeover
Tagged: SG2

Welcome to the official VEX Robotics Competition Question & Answer system, where all registered teams have the
opportunity to ask for official rules interpretations and clarifications. This Q&A system is the only source for
official VRC Tower Takeover rules clarifications, and the clarifications made here from the Game Design
Committee (GDC) are considered as official and binding as the written Game Manual itself.
Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines before posting. This system is only intended for specific VRC Tower
Takeover rules questions.
For event, registration, or other competition support questions, please contact your REC Foundation
Regional Support Manager.
For VEX technical support, contact support@vex.com or sales@vex.com.
For game questions, suggestions, or concerns outside of specific and official rules questions, contact
GDC@vex.com.
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SG2 - B 36 inch expansion
SG2
Can you clarify how the 36" expansion will be measured? For example, last season one of my teams built a robot that
expanded to 35" front to back to make sure that they were under the 36" rule. At one tournament, the robot was
measured from the back corner diagonally across the robot. This dimension was 37.6" and they were sent back to the
pits to fix the issue. Is this the correct procedure? I have created a model of two robots to help clarify.
1. Is robot A or B legal? pdf
2. Should the diagonal also consider from top to bottom? (the 38" dimension on robot B) Does this make robot B also
out of dimension?

Answered by Game Design Committee
Thank you for the images to help clarify your question. The 36" dimension will be measured by a Robot Expansion
Sizing Tool, which measures point-to-point horizontal distance. The 36" limit is a point-to-point horizontal limit, not a
perfect square or X/Y distance.
The procedure you described from last year's inspection sounds like the correct interpretation of this rule.
In your linked images, Robot A would not be legal. Robot B would be legal.
No, the vertical diagonal should not be considered. Robot B is still legal, despite the dimension that the blue arrow is
pointing to.

VEX-U Expansion allowances
SG2 VEX U
VUG6 there are differences between manuals in the VRC hub and the Game Manual. On the VRC Hub app, rule VUG6
says: “Once the Match begins, Robots may expand beyond the starting size defined in <VUR1>, but no horizontal
dimension can exceed 48” (1219.2mm). The robot may not exceed this limit for the duration of the match. There is no
height limit on Robot Expansion” But on the Vex U appendix on the Vex website: “Both robots follow the expansion rules
laid out in <SG2>
Which one of these rules (If either) is the correct VUG6 rule? If the VRC Hub App version is the correct ruling, does the
48” expansion apply to the 15” robot as well, and is there no vertical height limit restrictions for VEX U as implied by the
wording in the VRC Hub version of VUG6?

Answered by Game Design Committee
Thank you for bringing this to our attention. This wan error in VRC Hub and has now been corrected. The PDF
Game Manual version of VUG6 was correct - both VEX U Robots follow the same expansion rules set forth by SG2.

<SG2> Neutral Cube interaction during autonomous
SG2
According to q&a #405 and #446
Causing Cubes to interact with** foam tiles, Towers, or Cubes** on the opposing Alliance's side of the
Autonomous Line would be considered a violation of SG2 via SG7. Per SG2, violations could range from
the Autonomous Bonus being awarded to the opposing Alliance, to a Disqualification, depending on the
context of the interaction.

Within <sg2> we have a note talking about cubes that start in contact with the autonomous line, from here on in this post I
will be referring to these cubes as "neutral cubes"
Note: Towers and Cubes which begin the Match in contact with the Autonomous Line are not considered to
be on either side, and may be utilized by either Alliance during the Autonomous Period. If attempting to
utilize these Towers or Cubes, Teams should be cognizant of the possibility that opponent Robots may
attempt to do the same. <SG7>, <G10>, <G11>, and <G12> will be taken into account when these types of
Robot interactions occur.
My question: when do the cubes which begin the match in contact with the autonomous line "neutral cubes" violate sg2
via sg7
Here are some generic scenarios that could be used to understand my question better. The intention of these scenarios
is not to gather blanket rulings, but rather to give perspective to the types of rulings that would be affected by this q&a.
Scenario A) A red robot attempts to pick up one of the neutral cubes, doing so it accidentally drops said cube such that it
lands completely across the autonomous lines.
Scenario B) A red robot accidentally pushes a row of cubes into one of the neutral cubes pushing the neutral cube
towards the opposing alliance tiles thereby indirectly contacting the opposing alliance tiles
Scenario C) A red robot pushes a neutral cube roughly 2 inches towards the opposing alliance tiles, such that it's still in
contact with the autonomous line
Scenario D) A red robot pushes a neutral cube completely across the autonomous line, after this a blue robot pushes this
same cube completely across the autonomous line again (cube travels from neutral to blue side then to red side)
Note that causing cubes to interact with opponent robots are not listed as one of the conditions for SG2 via SG7.

Answered by Game Design Committee
Q&A 446 included the following:
When evaluating a possible violation of either of these cases, we would advise Teams and Head
Referees to bear in mind rule G3 - "please remember that common sense always applies in the VEX
Robotics Competition."
The intent of SG2 is to prohibit Robots from interfering with their opponents' autonomous routines. The intent of the
Note in SG2 is to permit Robots to utilize the "neutral" Cubes and Towers during the Autonomous Period, should
they choose to do so, at their own risk of the opponents doing the same. The overarching common sense guidance
is intended to protect Teams and Head Referees from having to worry about instantaneous, edge-case, or accidental
violations.
We are not going to provide blanket answers to all snapshot descriptions of hypothetical interactions that involve
these contested Cubes or Towers, and would advise Head Referees to prioritize "common sense" (in line with the
intents noted above), and a Team-oriented experience at all times, when a judgment call needs to be made.

Neutral Cubes during Autonomous
SG2
Hello, I know that the purple cubes along the autonomous line are neutral and can be picked up by either sides robot, but
what if the purple cube is pushed passed the autonomous line into the opposing alliances side, but no other cubes are
robots go past the autonomous line. Is that a DQ for the team that pushed the purple cube over or is that purple cube just
considered neutral and if so how far can that purple cube go until its not neutral? Like if they pick it up and it rolls out of
there robot and rolls to the wall of the opposing side is it still neutral or is that a DQ? Thanks for your time!

Answered by Game Design Committee

Please see this similar Q&A post, which we believe answers your question. If it does not, please feel free to rephrase
and re-submit.
www.robotevents.com/VRC/2019-2020/QA/446

autonomous
SG2
when in autonomous, I know robots cannot cross the center line and touch the gray tiles or cubes on the other side - what
about the airspace above the gray tiles?

Answered by Game Design Committee

when in autonomous, I know robots cannot cross the center line and touch the gray tiles or cubes on
the other side - what about the airspace above the gray tiles?
Please review the Q&A Usage Guidelines, specifically point 3, "Quote the applicable rule from the latest version of
the manual in your question.". Often, you'll find that by quoting the rule, you'll answer your own question.
Rule SG2 reads as follows:
<SG2> Stay on your side in Autonomous. During the Autonomous Period, Robots may not contact the
foam tiles, Towers, or Cubes which are on the opposing Alliance’s side of the Autonomous Line.
Violations of this rule will result in the Autonomous Bonus being awarded to the opposing Alliance.
Intentional, strategic, or egregious violations, such as intentional contact with an opposing Robot while
completely across the Autonomous Line, will result in a Disqualification.
Note: Towers and Cubes which begin the Match in contact with the Autonomous Line are not
considered to be on either side, and may be utilized by either Alliance during the Autonomous Period.
If attempting to utilize these Towers or Cubes, Teams should be cognizant of the possibility that
opponent Robots may attempt to do the same. <SG7>, <G10>, <G11>, and <G12> will be taken into
account when these types of Robot interactions occur.
There is no rule prohibiting contact with the airspace above the gray tiles. Therefore, this is legal.

SG2 cubes during :15 Autonomous
SG2
During the :15 autonomous period, if a cube is pushed, falls, or tumbles across the center double lines, but in no way,
shape, or form interferes with the opposing alliances autonomous routine, is that means for an automatic loss of the 6
point bonus?

Answered by Game Design Committee
Please see these similar Q&A's, which we believe answer your question. If not, please feel free to rephrase and resubmit.
www.robotevents.com/VRC/2019-2020/QA/405
www.robotevents.com/VRC/2019-2020/QA/446

<SG2> Indirectly contacting opponent tiles, cubes via cube
SG2 SG7

<SG2> Stay on your side in Autonomous. During the Autonomous Period, Robots may not contact the
foam tiles, Towers, or Cubes which are on the opposing Alliance’s side of the Autonomous Line.
Violations of this rule will result in the Autonomous Bonus being awarded to the opposing Alliance.
Intentional, strategic, or egregious violations, such as intentional contact with an opposing Robot while
completely across the Autonomous Line, will result in a Disqualification.
Note: Towers and Cubes which begin the Match in contact with the Autonomous Line are not considered to
be on either side, and may be utilized by either Alliance during the Autonomous Period. If attempting to
utilize these Towers or Cubes, Teams should be cognizant of the possibility that opponent Robots may
attempt to do the same. <SG7>, <G10>, <G11>, and <G12> will be taken into account when these types of
Robot interactions occur.
<SG7> Use Cubes to play the game. Cubes may not be used to accomplish actions that would be
otherwise illegal if they were attempted by Robot mechanisms. Examples include (but are not limited to):
• Encroaching upon an opponent’s Protected Zone per <SG3>.
• Interfering with an opponent’s Autonomous Period per <SG2>.
a. According to QA 405, www.robotevents.com/VEXU/2019-2020/QA/405 "violations could range from the Autonomous
Bonus being awarded to the opposing Alliance, to a Disqualification, depending on the context of the interaction." Does
this mean that if a cube has cross the autonomous line from red into the blue side, either unintentional or intentional, then
that red alliance automatically lost autonomous bonus, since the word from is used?
b. If the robot is intaking a neutral cube(started contacting the autonomous line), then the second the robot touched the
cube, the robot now has indirectly contacted the foam tile in opposing alliance. According to SG2 Note, cubes "may be
utilized by either Alliance during the Autonomous Period." In this case, does this note take precedence over SG2 via
SG7?

Answered by Game Design Committee

a. According to QA 405, www.robotevents.com/VEXU/2019-2020/QA/405 "violations could range from
the Autonomous Bonus being awarded to the opposing Alliance, to a Disqualification, depending on
the context of the interaction." Does this mean that if a cube has cross the autonomous line from red
into the blue side, either unintentional or intentional, then that red alliance automatically lost
autonomous bonus, since the word from is used?
As noted in the Q&A that you linked, causing Cubes to interact with foam tiles, Towers, or Cubes on the opposing
Alliance's side of the Autonomous Line would be considered a violation of SG2 via SG7. Interaction with foam tiles,
regardless of whether it affects a Robot's autonomous routine or not, is always considered a violation of SG2. As you
quoted, all violations of SG2 result in the Autonomous Bonus being awarded to the opposing Alliance. Intentional,
strategic, or egregious violations, such as intentional contact with an opposing Robot while completely across the
Autonomous Line, will result in a Disqualification.
b. If the robot is intaking a neutral cube(started contacting the autonomous line), then the second the
robot touched the cube, the robot now has indirectly contacted the foam tile in opposing alliance.
According to SG2 Note, cubes "may be utilized by either Alliance during the Autonomous Period." In
this case, does this note take precedence over SG2 via SG7?
Yes.
When evaluating a possible violation of either of these cases, we would advise Teams and Head Referees to bear in
mind rule G3 - "please remember that common sense always applies in the VEX Robotics Competition."

Indirect Cube movement while Autonomous
G11 SG2 SG7
During the Autonomous period, if a red robot causes a cube from the vertical stack of four to fall while trying to get cubes
from that stack and one or more of the cubes in that stack crosses the autonomous line and causes the other vertical
blue alliance stack of four to fall is that a violation of any rule?
Additionally, if the other team is not running autonomous, is the answer the same?
The robot is not directly touching the cube that crosses the line-e.g. trying to get the bottom 2 cubes of the stack.

Answered by Game Design Committee
It is impossible to issue a blanket ruling based on a snapshot description of a hypothetical Match. In general, SG7
and SG2 would be the primary rules that a Head Referee would have to look at in this case:
<SG2> Stay on your side in Autonomous. During the Autonomous Period, Robots may not contact the
foam tiles, Towers, or Cubes which are on the opposing Alliance’s side of the Autonomous Line.
Violations of this rule will result in the Autonomous Bonus being awarded to the opposing Alliance.
Intentional, strategic, or egregious violations, such as intentional contact with an opposing Robot while
completely across the Autonomous Line, will result in a Disqualification.
Note: Towers and Cubes which begin the Match in contact with the Autonomous Line are not
considered to be on either side, and may be utilized by either Alliance during the Autonomous Period.
If attempting to utilize these Towers or Cubes, Teams should be cognizant of the possibility that
opponent Robots may attempt to do the same. <SG7>, <G10>, <G11>, and <G12> will be taken into
account when these types of Robot interactions occur.
<SG7> Use Cubes to play the game. Cubes may not be used to accomplish actions that would be
otherwise illegal if they were attempted by Robot mechanisms. Examples include (but are not limited
to):
• Encroaching upon an opponent’s Protected Zone per <SG3>.
• Interfering with an opponent’s Autonomous Period per <SG2>.
Causing Cubes to interact with foam tiles, Towers, or Cubes on the opposing Alliance's side of the Autonomous Line
would be considered a violation of SG2 via SG7. Per SG2, violations could range from the Autonomous Bonus being
awarded to the opposing Alliance, to a Disqualification, depending on the context of the interaction.

VexU- VUG6 Loophole
SG2 VEX U
Hello, Upon a close inspection of the game manual, I noticed a discrepancy between the intent of VUG6 and the actual
wording of the rule. VUG6 reads:
"The Robot which starts 24” tall must return to 24” once it is no longer contacting the Expansion Zone. The Robot which
starts 15” tall must return to 15” once it is no longer contacting the Expansion Zone."
The loophole lies with in phrase "starts 24" tall" and "starts 15" tall. Very few robots actually start at 24" tall and 15" tall. In
practice they are smaller then these values, for example a robot sarting at a height of 23" tall and another robot starting at
a height of 14.5" tall. The way the rule is written, a robot starting at 23" tall and another starting at 14.5" tall would not fall
under VUG6 as it is not starting at 24" tall nor 15" tall. Furthermore since VUG6 no longer applies to these robots, SG2a
would apply. SG2a reads:
"Once the Match begins, a Robot which is contacting the Expansion Zone may expand vertically with no height limit.
However, once fully outside of the Expansion Zone (i.e. no longer contacting it), the Robot must return to a height limit of
18” (457.2 mm) tall."

So from the actual wording of the game manual, all vexU robots that do not start at exactly 24" tall or 15" tall then must
return to be within 18" outside of the expansion zone. So that means that nearly every vexU team has violated the game
manual rules as they are written.
The intent of the rule clearly is to base the expansion rules off the robots that start within 24" tall and within 15" tall, which
is how vexU has been playing Turning Point sofar. However, even this wording is inadequate as the scenerio that both
robots start within 15" tall would cause confusion on which robot would be allowed to expand vertically. For example, a
23x23x14" tall robot and a 14x14x14 robot. Now is the 14"x14x14 robot allowed to expand to 24" tall, declaring that is
your robot that started within 24" tall, and the 23x23x14" robot limited to 15" expansion declaring that is your robot that
started within 15" tall?
I would like to propose the wording of VUG6 to revised to reflect the actual robot definitions established in VUR1. VUR1
reads:
"Teams must build two (2) Robots, subject to the following size restrictions at the start of the match: c. Robot A must be
smaller than 24” x 24” x 24”. d. Robot B must be smaller than 15” x 15” x 15”. "
Therefore using the definitions of robot A and robot B already set by VUR1, I would like to propose VUG6 be revised to:
"Robot A must return to 24” once it is no longer contacting the Expansion Zone. Robot B must return to 15” once it is no
longer contacting the Expansion Zone."

Answered by Game Design Committee
Thank you for pointing this out. Yes, the intent of the rule is for Robot A to return to no higher than 24", and for Robot
B to return to no higher than 15".
We will be sure to clarify this in the April 5th Game Manual update, but until then, <G2> and this Q&A should be
used to confirm the intent of <VUG6>.

Blocking Opponent Shots, Vertical Expansion Limit.
G11 G13 SG2
Hi Again,
This is the second question that I have been asked to rephrase and repost.
The game manual states, in <SG2a> that "Once the match begins, a robot which is contacting the expansion zone may
expand vertically with no height limit. However, once fully outside the expansion zone (ie, no longer contact it), the robot
must return to a height limit of 18" tall." The follow-up info also states that <A robot which interferes with gameplay as a
result of violating this rule, such as scoring a high flag or blocking a launched ball while outside the expansion zone, will
result in a disqualification, whether the interference is match affecting or not.> The game manual also states in <G11>
that <you can't force an opponent into a penalty. intentional strategies that cause an opponent to violate a rule are not
permitted, and will not result in an infraction on the opposing alliance.>
The issue then follows: if a robot is designed to block opponent shots, say by expanding horizontally over the opponent
robot, and the opponent robot fires a shot, causing the defending robot to expand over 18", who would be at fault? The
game manual states through <G13> that offensive robots get the "benefit of the doubt". In this instance, the defending
robot is not actively seeking to break the rules, and has taken reasonable measures to prevent this (through proper
bracing, good build quality, etc. etc.) If the offensive robot however, then decided to shoot the ball and cause the
defending robot to violate the 18" limit (perhaps through a powerful launcher), who would be at fault? The offensive robot
could have driven somewhere else and fired the shot, and if they had fired the shot with the intention to cause a rule
violation, would also receive scrutiny from <G11>.

Answered by Game Design Committee

If a robot is designed to block opponent shots, say by expanding horizontally over the opponent robot,
and the opponent robot fires a shot, causing the defending robot to expand over 18", who would be at

fault?
In this hypothetical situation, <G13> would apply, quoted here for reference with a portion bolded for emphasis.
<G13> Offensive Robots get the “benefit of the doubt”. In the case where referees are forced to make
a judgment call regarding a destructive interaction between a defensive and offensive Robot,
or an interaction which results in a questionable rules violation, the referees will err on the side of
the offensive Robot.
The Robot which is attempting to block the opponent would be considered the defensive Robot, and would be
considered in violation of <SG2>.
Furthermore, if the intent of such a "blocker" mechanism (as defined in your question) is to prevent launched Balls
from reaching their intended target, and it extends past 18" tall when it succeeds in preventing a launched Ball from
reaching its intended target, then the following portion <SG2> would likely apply on its own, even without <G13>.
Note: A Robot which interferes with gameplay as a result of violating this rule, such as Toggling a High
Flag or blocking a launched Ball while outside of the Expansion Zone, will result in a
Disqualification, whether the interference is Match Affecting or not.
We would advise that Teams attempting this type of strategy design their Robot such that they minimize the
possibility of any edge cases such as these.

36" expansion question
SG2
> <SG2> Robot expansion is limited once the Match begins. As per <G3>, at the beginning of a Match, each Robot must
be smaller than a volume of 18” (457.2 mm) long by 18” (457.2 mm) wide by 18” (457.2 mm) tall.
a. Once the Match begins, a Robot which is contacting the Expansion Zone may expand vertically with no
height limit. However, once fully outside of the Expansion Zone (i.e. no longer contacting it), the Robot
must return to a height limit of 18” (457.2 mm) tall. b. Once the Match begins, Robots may expand, but no
horizontal dimension can exceed 36” (914.4 mm) at any point during the Match. c. As a result of this rule,
Robots may not contact High Flags.
When measuring a robot, should inspectors consider horizontal slices of the robot? What physically should the inspector
do with the tool to make sure the robot is in compliance?
Is the following robot legal?
https://photos.app.goo.gl/DJ2r24MtJxJU9ykE9
Thanks to @TaranMayer

Answered by Game Design Committee
Physically, an inspector should pass the Robot Expansion Sizing Tool over the Robot and check if any portion of the
Robot contacts the Tool. This is demonstrated in the relevant Referee Training video:
youtu.be/cnrKOBmIAFI?list=PLvvcc7S26YEj0tB5oTmhUwB251kf-Tab5&t=294
The hypothetical Robot in the linked image would not be legal, as it would fail this test. (thank you for the image to
specifically illustrate your question)

Extending Briefly in the Expansion Zone
SG2

Hello,
Team 12054A has a question regarding Specific Game Rule 2 <SG2>. Our robot currently is within the 18"x18"x18"
frame volume "at rest". We have a lift that expands beyond that but we intend to only use that IN the "Expansion Zone"
when placing caps.
Our concern is with our current ball launcher. "AT REST" the ball launcher is under 18" tall. However, when the launcher
is "RELEASED" it extends beyond "18" for a brief moment and then resumes back under 18". Would this be in violation of
SG2 if we are OUTSIDE of the "Expansion Zone". We are in no way trying to block or see the potential issue of
accidentally blocking another teams shot.
Thank you, Team 12054A

Answered by Game Design Committee
The full text of <SG2> is quoted here, for reference:
<SG2> Robot expansion is limited once the Match begins. As per <G3>, at the beginning of a Match,
each Robot must be smaller than a volume of 18” (457.2 mm) long by 18” (457.2 mm) wide by 18”
(457.2 mm) tall.
a. Once the Match begins, a Robot which is contacting the Expansion Zone may expand vertically with
no height limit. However, once fully outside of the Expansion Zone (i.e. no longer contacting it), the
Robot must return to a height limit of 18” (457.2 mm) tall.
b. Once the Match begins, Robots may expand, but no horizontal dimension can exceed 36” (914.4
mm) at any point during the Match.
c. As a result of this rule, Robots may not contact High Flags.
Note: A Robot which interferes with gameplay as a result of violating this rule, such as Toggling a High
Flag or blocking a launched Ball while outside of the Expansion Zone, will result in a Disqualification,
whether the interference is Match Affecting or not.
Minor violations of this rule that do not affect or interfere with the Match will result in a warning. Match
Affecting offenses will result in a Disqualification. Teams that receive multiple warnings may also
receive a Disqualification at the Head Referee's discretion.
Expanding beyond 18" tall outside of the Expansion Zone will always be a violation of <SG2>. The penalty will either
be a warning or a Disqualification depending on the number of warnings received, if the Robot interferes with
gameplay as a result of violating this rule, or if the violation was Match Affecting.
It is always difficult to issue blanket rulings on hypothetical Robot designs. However, any mechanism which must
expand taller than 18" outside of the Expansion Zone to operate would be in violation of <SG2>. As this hypothetical
mechanism is being used to Toggle Flags, it would most likely always be considered "interfering with gameplay", and
would most likely always be considered Match Affecting if its use resulted in winning the Match. Thus, it would not be
legal.

Tipping off platform leading to a violation of SG2
Center Platform G11 G12 SG2
Is it considered to be a violation of <G11> "You can't force an opponent into a penalty" if in competition for the center
platform one robot tips, which causes it to violate <SG2> a) that states that a robot must return to 18" height when
outside of the expansion zone. In other words, is it considered to be forcing a robot into a penalty if the opposing
alliance's robot is more than 18" when tipped over (not intentionally) in a battle for the center platform, or is this protected
as part of Note 1 of <G12>?

Answered by Game Design Committee

Let's look at the specific verbiage of G11:
<G11> You can’t force an opponent into a penalty. Intentional strategies that cause an opponent to
violate a rule are not permitted, and will not result in an infraction on the opposing Alliance.
Pushing a Robot off of the Center Platform, such that it accidentally or momentarily ends up expanded beyond 18"
tall, is not the same as intentionally forcing an opponent into a rules violation. A better example of forcing an
opponent into an 18" height violation would be to grab an expandable Robot mechanism and lift it up beyond 18".
Conversely, if a Robot falls off of the Center Platform and momentarily ends up expanded beyond 18" tall because of
its fall, and does nothing else to affect the match in this expanded state, then it would also not receive an SG2
violation; at most, it should only receive a warning.

Clarification of 18" height on platforms
Alliance Platform Center Platform SG2
If a robot is parked on a platform and has a claw that hangs down slightly below the surface of the platform due to gravity,
is it considered to be violating <SG2> which states that "Once fully outside of the expansion zone, the robot must return
to a height of 18 inches"? In other words, is the rule referring to "height" or vertical displacement? For example, the height
of a tree would not include the depth of its roots.

Answered by Game Design Committee
As explained in this Q&A, the 18" height described by <SG2> is determined as the Robot height when placed on a
flat floor. Therefore, the claw and any other protrusions are considered part of the Robot's height and should be
included in the 18" height limit.

VEX U Expansion Outside Expansion Zone
SG2 VEX U
VUG6 States: “Both Robots follow the expansion rules laid out in <SG2>.”
VUR1 States: “Teams must build two (2) Robots, subject to the following size restrictions at the start of the match:
a. Robot A must be smaller than 24” x 24” x 24”. b. Robot B must be smaller than 15” x 15” x 15”.”
SG2 States: “a. Once the Match begins, a Robot which is contacting the Expansion Zone may expand vertically with no
height limit. However, once fully outside of the Expansion Zone (i.e. no longer contacting it), the Robot must return to a
height limit of 18” (45.72 mm) tall.”
Does this mean Robot A may not be taller than 18” when not in contact with the expansion zone?
Is Robot B able to expand 3” vertically from its starting height while not in contact with the expansion zone?

Answered by Game Design Committee
VUG6 will be revised and clarified in the June 15th game manual update to answer this question.

Clarification of The 18" Height
Alliance Platform Center Platform SG2

If my robot is not touching the expansion zone and my robot is 18" high vertically when all wheels of the robot is on the
foam tiles, would my robot still be considered 18" high when it climbs the platforms? (Example: My robot has a 4 wheel
drive; 2 wheels are on the platform and 2 wheels are on the tiles, causing the robot to lean backward which results in the
robot exceeding 18" adjacent to the foam tiles)

Answered by Game Design Committee
The 18" height requirement described by <SG2> refers to the robot height when it is placed on a flat floor (such
during inspection per <R4>, or at the start of the match).
An 18" tall robot which tips slightly while climbing a Platform, as you describe, would still be legal.

